2l8	KING   CHARLES   I
Lords met to debate the third reading of the Attainder Bill, their coaches were besieged by armed mobs crying for Justice and Execution. The streets were unsafe for any who believed the two words were not synonymous. Of 150 Peers, about a hundred were accustomed to arrive for debate. On this crucial day, only 46 entered the House. Eleven brave men voted against the Bill. It was passed. Pym had succeeded.
His defenders say, and with reason, that in a crisis a politician must not be too scrupulous; that Strafford was a traitor to English liberty, if not in English law; that he had to be destroyed in order that a new England might arise. There is much truth in such contentions, as well as much ignorance. But if murder was done for the sake of liberty, it was only such liberty as comes from the transference of sovereignty into the hands of Parliament, of committees, and of public petitions. It was just these things that were defaced in the process, just these on which was laid a curse that has never been lifted. If the atmosphere of Parliament to-day is curiously repellent to a casual onlooker, it is to be remembered that its victory was sealed by the blood of Strafford and of the hundreds of men for whose death the unjudicial murder suggested a model.1
1The Commons' vote might prevent Strafford's attainder being quoted as a legal precedent, it could not prevent the evil example. The next fifty years were to be filled with wild accusations of " Treason " and horribly frequent executions, the worst being those connected with the so-called Popish Plot, when Shaftesbury had perfected Pym/s methods.
Strafford himself warned the Lords of the danger: " Except your Lordships* wisdoms provide for it, it may be the shedding of my blood may make way for the tracing" (? hunting) " of yours. ... If such learned gentlemen as these " {the prosecuting counsel), " whose tongues are well acquainted with such proceedings, shall be started out against you ; if your friends, your counsel, denied access to you; if your professed enemies admitted to witness against you; if every word, intention, or circumstance of yours be sifted and alleged as treasonable, not because of a Statute, but because of a consequence or construction of lawyers/ pieced up in a high rhetorical strain, and a number of supposed probabilities—-I leave it to your Lordships' consideration to foresee what may be the issue of such dangerous and recent precedents."

